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This paper describes the effects obt" ined in p hase contras t imagery w it h p a rLia lly coherent ill umina tio n 
of plm se objects. The objects ch osen fol' s tudy include s impl e Zernike t yp e of period ic phase gratin gs of Lhe 
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form ( i) A (1,)= l +i. L'l· cos wU a nd (ii) A (n)= l +i · ~ L'ln ' cos nwn, with a xia l 0 1' ob liq ue partia lly co heren t 
n~ l 

illum inat ion. The concep t of "eff ect ive so urce" has been u ti l ized , a nd Lhe non li nearit y in t he in Lensi ty 
tm nsmiss ion d ue to par t ial coherence has been analyzed in te rms of " fund a mental con t rasL" a nd " remna n t." 

1. Introduction 

I t is known thftt ordinary methods of obser vation are not suitable for ob taining information 
abou t p hftse objects. Special techniques have to be used to render ph ase variations visible, 
namely, the dark-ground method of obser ntion in which the direct beam illuminating the 
obj ect is stopped. There is the other method, the Schlieren method, which differs from the 
above in thftt not only the direct ligh t b ut also a par t of the diff'racted beam is also s topped 
from entering the ultimate detector. H owe\Ter , the most powerful method in this respect is 
due to Zernike [1934, 1942] which makes use of a phase modulation of the cen tral or zero order 
of the diffraction produced by the object. In fact, i t was shown by Zel'l1ike t hat with this 
method , which he termed as " phase-contrast" method , phase variations in the object am 
practically linearly tr ansformed in to cha nges in in tensity and thu s made obser vable. L ater , 
H opkins [1952] pointed ou t that because of the fini te size of t he ftpertlll'e, some details of ph ase 
structures could be seen in ordinary micr oscopes as well . 

The Zernike theory of the phase con trast method basically makes use of the Abbe t heory 
of microscopic imagery in coher en t ligh t. We shall then refer to this as the Abbe-Zernike 
theory. A simple and obvious extension may be made to the theory to includ e the efl'ect of 
ampli tude modula tion of the diffraction spectr a, thus includin g the dark-groun d and Schlieren 
methods of observation as well . In the original elementm'y theory of Zel'nike there were 
cer tain implici t assump tions which were later t reated by Pich t [1936] and K ahn [1955] . Oster
berg [1944] has also made a thorough study of the phase-contrast meth od as a problem in 
diffraction, in which he showed that the phase-plate characteristics could simply be treated 
as a "coating function" modifying the pupil function of the microscope obj ective. His basic 
diffraction integral, which he terms as "gener alized transport integral" includes the effect of 
not fully coherent illumination , though in the final analysis he res tricts himself to a narrow 
cone, or effectively coheren t illumination of the object . 

In the meantime, the concep t of par tial coherence has been u tilized by H opkins [1953] 
in formulating what he describes as the generalized Abbe theory, the generalization being du e 
to his inclusion of the effect of par tially coheren t illumin ation of t he object . Steel [1958] 
also gave a generalized treatment of image form ation in partially coheren t light. We followed 
up the obvious next s tep in gener alizing the Abbe-Zel'l1ilm theory of "phase and amplitude 
contr ast microscopy in par tially coheren t light." As ft first step in this direction D e and 
So m [1963] extended the study of H opkins [1952] to show t hat phase s trllctlll'eS co uld be ob
sen "ed in ordin ary microscopes even in part ially coherent light, the extent of observation 
dependin g on the magnit ude of phase variations and the degree of par tial coherence. 
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J n th is paper, we now discuss the effect of phase and amplitude contrast technique on 
the im ages of simple Zernike-type objects represented by A(u) = l +i ll (u), in which the mag
nitude of II is small enough to justify the presumption that the object shows no variable 
int cn,;ity transnllSSlOn. In our treatment, we have utilized the theorem of effective source 
as postulated by Hopkins [1953, 1957], and the observation of Osterberg that the phase and 
ampli tude contrast plate characteristics may be simply associated with the pupil function of 
tbe objective. This treatment may be further extended to cover a general type of phase 
grat ing represented by A(u) = exp [i ll (u)], of which the Zernike-type object is just a special 
case. We may further assert that OLlr method is perfectly amenable to the consideration of 
e \"en nonperiodic objects in a rather straightforward manner, and also of the effe cts of small 
residual aberrations in the objecti \"es. Slansky [1962] also studied a similar problem, though 
his treatment is restricted to the case of Zernike-type objects only. 

2. General Solution 

In deriving the general solution of the problems of diffraction in phase and amplitude 
contrast microscopy in partially coherent light, we shall make use of the formulation by Hop
kins [1953]. In his so-called generalized Abbe theory in partially coherent light , Hopkins 
showed that, in all practical cases, the illumination of the object may be considered as due to 
a self-luminous so urce placed at the condenser exit pupil. This is termed the "effective source," 
lwd insofar as the degree of partial coherence on the object plane is concerned , there seems to 
be no difference of practical significance between the two types of illuminating systems
yiz, the Kohler and the critical illumination. This and the further consideration of the 
progress of mutual intensity between a pair of points through the object to the obj ective aper
ture shows that this "effective source" may be orthoscopically projected on to the objective 
aperture through the object point. 

Earlier Osterberg and Wilkins [1949] showed that with objectiyes satisfying Abbe 's sine 
condition, the diffraction plate characteristics may be simply treated as modifying the pupil 
function of the objective. Thus, the overall pupil function of the phase- and amplitude-con
trast objective m ay be taken as 

j (x, y) = j(x, y )p(x, y) 

where p(x, y) is the complex amplitude transmission of the diffraction plate. That this is pos
sible is seen from the fact that (x, y) denotes not only the coordinates of the point on the pupil but 
also the angles a ray makes with the axis as it comes from the object point on the axis to the 
point on the pupil. Thus, this also refers to a corresponding point on the back focal plane on 
which the diffraction plate is situated. 

Based on these two premises, the final intensity distribution in the image plane is given by 

wh ere 

ancl where 

I 271" I • I tl 
U = }::"". n . SIn a '.:; , 

I 271" I • I I 
V = }:' n . SID a . TJ , 

u ' V i - reduced coordinates of a point on the image plane, 
(, TJ'- coordinates of a point on the image plane, 
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xc, Yo- fraction al coordin ates of a point on the pupil , 
sin a '- semia ng ular ftper t ure of th e objective r efeITed to the obj ect point, 
ao, bo- coordin ates of a poin t on the p upil 0 1' on th e effective source, 

h- rad ius of the pupil, 
n '- re fractiye ind ex of the medium between the obj ect a lld the objecti\re, 

'Y (xo, yo)- is the effectiye source fun ction described in terms of the pupil coordilla tes, 
Icf> (xo, Yo; u ' , v') 13- pal' t ial in tensity at the poin t (u ' , v' ) of the image pla ne due to a n element 

dxodyo of the effective source. 

The physical significance of the above integral is obyio Ll s. T o obtain the par tial in te nsity, 
1cf> 12, we InfLy proceed as follows: 

L et A(u, v) = complex amplit ud e transmission of the obj ect , which may be Fourier a nalyzed 
into 

(2) 

giving t he components of the spectrum of A (u, v) . 

If we consider tIle obj ect to be illumin ated by a n element dxodyo of th e effecti ve source n,t 
xc, Yo, t b e spectrum would be shifted by a corresp onding am oun t. Thus, the amplit ud e 
distribu t ion of the spectrum would be given by a(x- xo, y - Yo), which, ai~er passin g through 

the obj ec ti ve a nd th e diffrac tion plate , will be m odified to a(x-xo, y - yo)f(x, y). The p ar tial 
in tensity, then, is given by the squ ared m odulus of the i,werse tnllJsform of the abo \'e. III 
other words, 

(3) 

gives the complex amplit ude distrib ut ion in t he im age plane d ue to a n elenl ent of the source 
at xc, Yo. It m ay also b e in terpreted as the complex amplit ude distribu tion in the image plane 
when the obj ect is illumin ated by a plane wa ye front proceedin g in the direction m aking an 
angle xc, Yo with the axis. 

It n ow remains to e \raluate explicitly the function cf> p er taining to a specific obj ect , which 
is possible if the composite pupil fun ction is known. 

3. Solutions of Cases of Periodic Grating Objects of the Zernike Type 

We are now in a position to obtain solutions of specific cases. Firs t , we sh all consider 
those types of diffraction (or Zernilm) pla tes which h ave a phase a nd a mplitu de co ntr as t 
coa ting over an area which has the same rela tive size as the effective source. The co mplex 
arnpli tude transmission of this area, which we shall call the "conjugate area," is, say, gi\'en 
by heiy" while that of the remaining area, the so-called "complementary area," is unity. h in 
the above implies amplitude cont rast and y;, phase contrast. 

Let us first consider the simple Zernike-type object : 

A (u) = l + i · L\(u) (4) 

in which Ll is so sm all that Ll2 is neglected . In oth er words, t he intensity transmission of the 
I. above object is constan t while the phase yaries as Mu). Ass uming Ll (U) to be periodic, we 
i have 

L\ (n) = ~ Lln · exp [- inwt(,] (5) 
where 

1 f +lbo Ll"= 2- Ll ( ~(') exp [i nwn]dn 
lio -Ibo 

2uo is th e length of the fund amen tal period. w= (7r ju (\) . 
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The FOUl'iel'-spcctrnm of the object function (4) is thus given by 

+00 
a(x, y) = o(x , y) +i ~ 6 n • o(x+nw, y) (6) 

where o(x, y) is the Dirac delta function. 
Thus, we have for cf> as defined in eq (3) 

- -
= [j(xo , Yo) +i~6n.J(xo-nw, Yo) exp { -inwu' }] exp { iCu'xo+v'?Jo)} 

or 

(7) 

in which the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, and 1m { ______ } indicates that the 
imaginary part is to be taken. Terms in\Tol\Ting 62 have been neglected. The final intensity 
would then be obtained by an integration of 1cf> 12 over the effective source 'Y (xo , Yo) as indicated 
in eq (1) above. The integration involved is of the form 

(8) 

which is the generalized partially coherent response as described by Hopkins. 
Since we shall be concerned with pupils or Zernike plates which are symmetrical about 

the Yo-axis, ] (xo+ uw, Yo) = ](xo-uw, Yo) and if, further , we restrict oursel\Tes to cases where 6 n 

is real , then eq (7) reduces to the following simple form: 

00 _ _ 
1cf>12=l f (xo, Yo)l2+ 2 ~ 1m {f(xo, Yo)j*(xo-nw , Yo) (26 n ) cos nwu'. (7a) 

u= l 

The final in tensity is thus gi \Ten by 

N Im { C(O 7/ ) } 
B'(t{, ' ) = 1 +2~ (26 ,,) , cosnwu' 

n= l C(O, 0) 
(9) 

in which a normalization is effected by the constant term C(O, 0) . The C's in the above equation 
ftre as defined in eq (8). The summation has been shown to extend from 1 to N, where 
Nw~ l + p since C(O, n) shall be ° for larger yalues of n. 

The problem now reduces simply to an evaluation of the C's with given Zernike plate 
ftnd effective so urce characteristics. 

4 . Evaluation of C(OI n) 

In this section we shftll describe the mode of evaluation of C(O, n ). We shall consider 
first axial illumination of the object with a circular disk-shftped effective source. The radius 
of this source projected on the aperture of the objective is, say, p. The actual radius of the 
condenser aperture may be obtained from the following [yiz: Som, 1963]: 

. . . 
n c 'Slll cxc = no' Slll cxo= no' p' SIn ex 

where nc and no are the refractive indices of the media between the condenser and the object, 
ftnd between the object and the objective respectively , CXc is the semiangular aperture of the 
condenser from the object point , CXo is the corresponding semiangular aperture of the effective 
source projected on the objective, and cx is the semiangular aperture of the objectiye. In what 
follows we shftll consider only cases in which p< l. 
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Second we sball consider annular illumination, i.e., cases of an annular condenser aperture 
with radii 1 and Pa< l. The objective shall be ass umed to be free from aberrations. Further, 
the conj ligate area of the Zernike plate shall have the same size and shape as that of the "ef
fecLiye source." 

(i) Axial illumination : 
Let us recall the expression for C(O, n ) in eq (8) 

As indicated above, we may write 

'Y (xo, Yo) = 1 within a circle 
= 0 outside. 

](xo, Yo) =j(xo, Yo) p(xo,Yo) 
j (xo, Yo) = 1 within a circle 

= 0 outside 
p (xo, Yo) = heiif; within a circle 

= 1 outside. (10) 

Figure 1 shows the geometrical implication of the in tegral (8). Evidently the region of inte-
r gration is complicated by t he \' ariolls limits imposed on the functions that appear in the inte

grancl. The values of C(O, n) ha,"e been obtained by subdividing the area of integration into 
differen t areas of o,-erlap of two circles of same or different radii. These latter areas co uld be 
easily determined analytically, and with Lhe values of the function within these different 
subdi,-ided areas, one would obtain the final values of C(O, n) in terms of 11" 1/;, n , w, p. They are 
giyen as follows: 

1m { C(O, n) }= { I - Do C~w) } h sin 1/; . 7rp2 for wSl - p 

= { I - Do (n:)_~ Do C:2)+2~2 Do(2 ·nw+ x2) } II, sin 1/; . 7rp2 

where 

(11) 

and 

Do(x) = ! [2. cos - 1 ~-sin . (2 cos- 1 ~)J. 
7r 2 2 

(12) 

It should be noted that Do(x) gives the response of a perfect lens system imaging a self
luminous object. These values are already tabulated, and hence the formulas for C(O, n) given 
as above permit a straightforward evaluation, and also may be analyzed for aberrational effects 
with relative convenience. 
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FIGURE 1. Evaluation of C(O,n); axial illumination. FIGURE 2. Evaluation of C(O,n) ; annular illumination. 

(ii) Annular illumination: In this case, we have 

'Y (xo, Yo) = 1 within an annulus bounded by circles x5 + Y6= 1 and x5 + y5= p~ 
= 0 outside 

j(xo, Yo) = 1 within a circle x5 + Y6= 1 

= 0 outside 

p(xo, Yo) =hej~ wit.bin an annulus bounded by circles x6 + Y5= 1 and x6 + Y5= p~ 
= 1 outside. 

Figure 2 shows a t.ypical geometrical representation of the area of integration in this case. The 
values of C(O, n) are as follows: 

1m {C(O,n) }=7rP~ [ I - Do (:: ) ] h sin f fornw~l-Pa 

=7rP~ [ I - D o (::)-~ Do C-~~W~:2w2)+2~~ Do C-p~~n2w2) ] h sin f 

(i) Axial illumination : 
(a) Singly periodic grating: 

C(O, 0)= 7r(1 _ p~) h2. 

5 . Some Results 

for I - Pa~nw~ ··h P~ 

(13) 

We shall first consider the resu lts for a singly periodic phase-grating. Such a grating is 
represented by 

A (u) = I+ i· fl · cos wU 
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Hence, from (9), we hfwe 
B' (n') = 1 + 2a1 • Ll . cos wn' (14) 

where 
1m [0(0, 1) ] 

0(0, 0) . 
(15) 

'With coherent illumination, i.e. , in the limit of the effective source -y(xo, Yo) tends towards 
the Dirac delta function at the origin, at tends towards (sin >/;Ih) for all values of w'::; 1, so that 
the intensity distribution is given by 

B' ( ' ) + 2 sin>/; , c n = 1 . ~ . Ll . cos wU . (16) 

Then the contrast in the image with partially coherent phase and amplitude contrast relati\Te 
. a1h 

to that with a limitingly narrow-cone axial illumination is owen by a=-·- · Further, with 
b sm >/; 

narrow-cone axial illumination, the contrast will be zero for w ~ 1, while in the partially coher
ent case, this limit is w ~ 1 + p when a becomes zero. Thus, there is at leas t a possibility that 
there would be a gain in resolving power of the phase-contrast objective with a finite width of 
the illuminating beam. However, this is obtainable at the cost of co ntrast. 

The yalues of a have been calculated for various values of wand p. Figure 3 shows the 
results graphically. The following summarizes some of the pertinent observations in respect 
of the above. 

(1) So long as 2p'::; w'::; I - p, the imagery in partially coherent light is indistinguishable from 
that with narrow-cone illumination in so far as the contrast is concerned. Hence, if one can 
have a prior knowledge of the range of frequencies in the object, it might be·possible to choose 

/·5 

FIG U RE 3. Contmst in the images of phase grating~; axial illumination. 
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a finite size of p to obtain a better photometric efficiency of the setup. Figure 4a shows the 
formation of the spectra under these conditions. All the spectra are wholly within the pupil 
and completely separated. That is why the ultimate image shows no difference in contrast 
from what is obtainable with coherent illumination. 

(2) If w< 2p ~ 1- p, the spectra are still wholly within the pupil, but they mutually o,rerlap 
to a certain extent. Thus, not only the entire zero-order spectrum, but also parts of the 
first-order spectra are affected by the phase plate. This latter neutralizes the phase modula
tion, and hence contributes to a general loss in contrast. Figure 4b represents the state of 
affairs under these conditions. 

(3) If l + p > w > l - p, parts of the first-order spectra fall outside the pupil and hence do 
not contribute to the linage formation . The result is a further decrease in contrast. Figure 4c 
represents these conditions. 

FIGURE 4a . Formation of the spectra: 2p::::::w::::::l - p. FIGURE 4b . Formation of the spectra; w< 2p :::::: l-p. 

FI GURE 4c . Formation of the spectm; l + p> w> l - p. 
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FrGUHE 5. UsefuZfrequency-mnge for parl£ull!J 
coheren l phase-conlTasl images . 

O~--~'JL---~' 2~---'~3~---'~4----~'S 
f ~ 

The values of a flS shown in figure 3 m ay now be analyzed in t he light of the abol'e obsen ·a
tions. Figure 5 shows (i) the range of frequencies which sbaJI haye a co ntras t same as in t he 
coherent Cflse for difJ'erent valu es of p, and (ii) the range of freq uencies for which t he relaLi I'e 
con tras t is eq ual to 0.8. This gilTes one an idea of the permissible maximum size of source 
that can be used for a satisfactory pilase contras t image. 

The curves in figures 3 and 5 have been drawn for cases when h= 1, t hat is, when no 
amplitude moduh1tion is used. Further sin if; has been taken as unity flS well. This implies 
that tile phase of the zero-order spectrum is ad vanced or retarded by 7r/ 2. Noting that at is 
proportional to sin if; , t he maximum phase con(,rast efficiency is obtained flt this vallie. How
ever, at is seen to be inversely proportional to h, m eaning thereby that the contrast may be 
enhflnced by using a slight amplitude contmst as well. This, of course, is possible at the cost 
of the mean le"el of illumin ation of the fi nal image. 

(b) Sqllflre-topped phase-grating: 
This is the case of a simple periodic s t ru cture where troughs and cresLs represent differences 

in optical path only. 
Let 

A (u) = l + i ,1(U) (17 ) 

where ,1 (U) is periodic 111 u with a fundamental length of period 2uo. Let, over one s llch 
fundamental intenal, 

= ,1 

The Fourier spectrum is given by 

O'1.LO~ lui ~uo 

lui ~O'Uo . 

,1 = ,1 = SIn O'n7r ,1. 
n -n n7r (18) 

0' in the above gi ITes the ratio between the line width to line separations. Hence, from eq (9) . 
we have 

B' ( ' ) _ 1+ 2A . ...f!-,'). sin.0'. n7r.[Im { 0(0,n)}] . , 
u - '-' L...J ~ 0(0 0) cos nwlt 

'11= 1 n7r , 
(19) 
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In the limit of a poin t so urce, the expression for intensity will be 

B ' (n' ) = 1 + 2~ -£, (2 . sin .. an7r)(sin 1/-') cos . nwn' 
n~ l n7r h 

(20) 

where Nw~l since 1m [C(O, n)] in the coherent limit will be h sin 1/-' for all values of nw~ l . 
Figures 6a to d show the image ot such gratin gs ( ~= O· 5) for fOLlr difl'erent frequencies, a.nd 

for various effective so urce sizes at each frequency. Th e dotted curves represent an id eal 
case of linear unitary transform ation of phase yariation into amplitude yariation. 

The expression for B' (n') in eq (19) or for B~(u') in eq (20) shows that the final im age is 
giyen by a tru ncated Fourier series, and hen ce one would expect to obselTe the so-called Gibbs' 
phenomenon of large oscillations in the region of t he edges of t he square-topped grating. In 
the presence of h armonics in the image in tensity distributions it is indeed a bit difficul t to 
define a unique co n trast for s ll ch cases. The presence of these harmonics is in fact an indica
tion of the effect of nonlinearity in t he intensity transmission in partially co herent light, and 
as yet no lInique specification has been suggested for a propel' m easure of s ll ch nonlinear effects. 
One suggestion is to express t he contrast in terms of the fundam ental freq uency distribu tion , 
and lump together th e efl'ects of lligher harmonics in a so-called " rem nttnt" [Jngelstam , 1964]. 
This " remn a nt" ma.y be described as the square root of the sum of the sq uares of all coefficients 
oth er than the co nsLant and t hat of the funda men tal fr equency compone nt . Figure 7 gi\'es a 
plo t of [,his fundam entltl contrast an d the r emn ant against so urce sizes for different frequencies. 

It is of interest to note th at t he remnant always decreases wit h increasing frequ ency, 
fallin g gradllaJly down to 7e1'0. J n fact, if N < 2, th ere are no harmonics in the image in tensity 
distribu tion . Thus, for It frequen cy up to 0.5 , harmonic distortion would be present for all 
so urce sizes, t ho ugh its magnitud e as reflected in the ntiue of t he "remn a nt" may be negligibly 
small . For \' alues of w ly ing between 0.5 a nd 1, the "1' mlHtn t" would be zero only if p is less 
than a certain , 'alue gi\ 'en by p< 2w - 1. 
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FI GURE 6[\. Images of squal'e-topped phase gratings ; 
axial illumination; w= O. 25. 
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FIGlTHE 6b. I mages of square-topped phase gratings ; 
axial illuminat'ion; w= O.50. 
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FIG UUE 6c. Images of square-topped phase gratings; 
axial illumination; w= 1.0. 

FIG U RE 6d. Images of square-topped phase~gratin(Js; 
axial i llumination; w= 1.5. 

FIGUlm 7. " Fundamental contrast" and 
" J'emnants" in the images of square-topped 
phase gratings; axial i llumination. 
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In the cases for which computation has been done, a has been chosen as equ al to 1/2, im
plying equal widt hs for the troughs and crests of the phase grating. In these cases, the spectra 
consist of only the odd harmonic components and hence the "remnant" would be zero if N < 3; 
i.e., if p< 3w- l , w> 0.33 . This expresses the range of validity of using the criterion of " funda
men tal con trast" for the study of the efficiency of phase-contrast devices in partially coherent 
light. 

(ii) Annular illumination: 
(a) Singly periodic gratin g. 
The expression for intensity is the same as in the previous case, except that the values of 

1m [C(O, n) ] to be used are as given in (13) . 
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If the widLh of the annular source tends towards an infinitesimally small value, the itrea 
integral for 0(0, n) will tend towards a line integral, and we shall have 

lim 1m [0(0, n)] = 2. COS-I. (n2w) h sin ¢t 
Pa--'> l 

lim [0(0,0) ] = 27Th2 • (21) 
Pa--'>l 

Thus, unlilm the case of axial illumination discussed above, we hit,'e in this Citse a contrast 
varying with frequency even with a source of infinitesimally narrow width; we ha"e, in th is 
limiting case, 

(22) 

The difference with the corresponding expression (16) for the axial case is to be noted with 
interest. 

Evidently in this case the limiting resolvable frequency is nw S2. This is just a theoretical 
limit , as the contrast also tends towards zero at the limit. 

If we now consider the case of the annular source with a finite width , we shall find that 
1m [0(0 , n)] becomes zero for nw> l + Pa which implies that we lose on the count of ultimate 
resolving power. Figure 8 shows graphically the values of an=1m [0(0, n)] /O(O, 0) as a function 
of frequency w for various yalues of Pa' The dashed curve in figure 8 indicates the range of 
frequencies which are so imaged that the relative contrast is nowhere less than 0.8. 

(b) Square-topped grating: 
As in the case of axial illumination, we have, in the limit of a line source coinciding with 

the margin of the pupil, 

where 

B;(u')= 1+ 2il ti ein~:.n7T) (2~n) ei~¢t) cos ·nwu' (23) 

w---

nw 
(3n=cos - 1 • 2 and Ns(l+ Pa)/w. 
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FIGUHE 8. Contrast in the images of phase gratings; 
annular illumination. 
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With a finite width of the source, we haye an expression similar to (20) above. Figures 9a to d 

show the images of such gratings (6.= 0.5) of a number of frequencies w=~' where 2uo is the 
Uo 

length of the period, and a= t implies equal widths for the troughs and crests of path-differences 
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FIG URE 9a. I mages of squaTe-topped phase gratings; 
annular i llumination; ", = 0.25. 
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FIeURE 9c. I mages of sq!w1'e-topped phase gratings; 
annula1' ililimination; w= 1.0. 
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FIGURE 9b. I mages of square-topped phase gratings ; 
annular illumination; w= 0.50. 
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Fre URE 9e1. I mages of square-topped phase gratings; 
annular illumination; w= 1.5. 
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FIGURE 10. " Fundamental contTast" and "remnants" 
in the images of square-topped phase gratings; 
annular illumination. 

in the grating. The dotted curves represent an ideal case of linear unitary transformation of 
phase variation into amplitude variation. Here also we may make the same remarks as done 
in the case of axial illumination of square-topped gratings. F igure 10 describes the situation, 
and the conclusions are also similar. Remembering that the coherent limit of resolution in 
this case is 2, we find that practically the upper h alf of the range of resolvable frequencies is 
still assessable in terms of the "fundamental contrast" only. 

This study has been undertaken under the sponsorship of the National Bureau of Stand
ards. The authors are deeply indebted to the stimulating discussion with S. C. Som on the 
various aspects of this study. 
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